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HE exhibition Sovereign: Independent Voices is part of a focused strategic 

five-year plan by the Denver Art Museum’s Native Arts Department to 

expand the recognition of contemporary art by American Indian artists 

and to highlight the prominence of our collections to the public. With 

the generous support of museum patrons Vicki and Kent Logan and 

other key donors, the Native Arts Department is significantly expand-

ing the depth of its world-renowned collection of American Indian art 

through gifts, purchases, and commissions that include major works 

by the leading artists of our time. Works from such artists as Kent 

Monkman, Jeffrey Gibson, Rose B. Simpson, and Virgil Ortiz are among 

the highlights of new acquisitions and promised gifts. These include all 

those works featured in Sovereign.

Formed in 1925, the Denver Art Museum’s Native Arts Department 

collects, preserves, displays, and interprets the arts of the indigenous 

peoples of North America, Africa, and Oceania. Since its beginning, 

the museum was one of the first to use aesthetic quality as the crite-

rion to develop such a collection and was the first major art museum in 

the United States to collect American Indian art. Over the past century 

the collection has grown and now contains nearly 20,000 art objects.

With works in diverse media, our historic, pre-1930s collection 

is encyclopedic and covers all forms of art from a wide geographic 

region. Our mid-century, American Indian modernist collection 

(1920s–1960), consisting of approximately three hundred paintings, 

is arguably one of the best and most comprehensive in the world. This 

was accomplished through broad collecting of not only emerging art-

ists, but of an emerging style of art. During the 1960s to 1990s, DAM’s 

curators focused their collecting largely on historic genres of native 

arts, which left a gap in our collection (predominantly in the area of 

contemporary native arts) that we have been working to fill since that 

time. 

Over the past few decades, the museum has demonstrated a strong 

commitment to collecting contemporary work by American Indian 

artists. With the support of museum patrons like Vicki and Kent Logan, 

and through the efforts of curator Nancy Blomberg and associate 
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curator John Lukavic, the department’s contemporary collection con-

tinues to grow. Our holdings currently include more than eighty major 

works by such artists as Edgar Heap of Birds, Truman Lowe, Roxanne 

Swentzell, Dan Namingha, Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, Fritz Scholder, 

Richard Zane Smith, Marie Watt, Harry Fonseca, James Luna, Kent 

Monkman, Jolene Rickard, Kay WalkingStick, Mateo Romero, David 

Bradley, Bently Spang, Kevin Red Star, Will Wilson, Jim Denomie, and 

Diego Romero, to name a few; however, this collection of contempo-

rary art will grow significantly in depth and prominence in upcoming 

years.

Future exhibitions of American Indian contemporary art will 

continue to bring exciting programming to the Denver community 

and beyond. One such exhibition is the traveling exhibition of Fritz 

Scholder’s works scheduled for the spring/summer of 2015, which will 

feature a major gift from the Logans of some of the artist’s most iconic 

paintings. Another exhibition showcasing highlights of the museum’s 

American Indian contemporary art is currently being planned. 

Expanding our collections and presenting exhibitions are only part 

of our strategic plan. Performances and lectures by leading American 

Indian contemporary artists (such as those presented by Kent 

Monkman in October 2013), scholarly symposia, and our acclaimed 

artist-in-residence program are among the other events and programs 

we are committed to bringing to the public. Beginning in the summer 

of 2012, DAM established a formal American Indian artist-in-residence 

program to highlight the work of contemporary artists, educate the 

public, and establish relationships with living artists. By the end of 

2014, this program will have brought in such internationally known 

artists as Marie Watt, Jeffrey Gibson, Melanie Yazzie, Rose B. Simpson, 

and Will Wilson, and by all measures is a huge success.

The Denver Art Museum would like to recognize the contributions of these supporters to 

the Native Arts Department’s contemporary art collection:  Polly and Mark Addison, Americana 

Foundation, the Douglas Society, Ford Foundation, Nancy Harris, Eula Hoff, Estate of Suzanne 

Joshel, Dr. Loren G. Lipson, Vicki and Kent Logan, Virginia Mattern, Norman and Romayne Potosky, 

Genevieve D. Searle Fund, and Henry Shearouse.



sovereign: inDePenDent voices
September 15, 2013—August 17, 2014

The word “sovereign” has deep meaning for American Indian people. 

Tribal nations maintain their right as sovereign groups to act inde-

pendently, free of external control. The three artists in this exhibition 

assert a similar right when it comes to their art. 

Kent Monkman, Rose Simpson, and Virgil Ortiz share the desire to 

alter perceptions of self and history. Monkman’s work seduces view-

ers with painterly technique—then confronts them with aspects of 

the past often overlooked by history. Simpson’s clay works represent 

a personal transformation that leads to a mastery of one’s self. And 

Ortiz’s ceramics fuse Cochiti Pueblo techniques with an independent 

vision. In their work, as in the work of many American Indian contem-

porary artists, the freedom instilled by a sense of sovereignty provides 

a powerful outlet for an exploration of history and identity.

John P. Lukavic, Ph.D.

Associate Curator, Native Arts



History is PAinteD by tHe victors, 2013 

Beautiful, provocative, and steeped in art historical references, this work by Kent Monkman 

draws the viewer into a romantic landscape that re-creates a painting by 19th-century artist 

Albert Bierstadt. In this setting Monkman’s alter-ego, Miss Chief, is in charge as she paints  

Lt. Col. George A. Custer and the Seventh Calvary around a pristine mountain lake. Each figure’s 

pose is taken from work by another 19th-century artist, Thomas Eakins, which he made as an 

exploration of the human form. On Miss Chief’s canvas is a reference to a pictographic account of 

the Native American victory at the Battle of the Greasy Grass (Little Bighorn) by the Teton Sioux 

artist Red Horse.

kent MonkMAn

In kind of “stealing” these landscapes back  

there’s this sort of metaphorical way of reclaiming 

land or reclaiming the landscape.

—Kent Monkman



History is PAinteD by tHe victors (detail), 2013  

Inspired both by the 19th-century practice of artists painting themselves into their work and  

the long presence of a third gender in Native American communities (known as the berdashe 

or two-spirit), Kent Monkman created an artistic alter-ego for himself. Her name is Miss Chief 

Eagle Testickle—a play on the words “mischief” and “egotistical.” Monkman uses Miss Chief to 

invert the balance of power between Anglos and native peoples. Miss Chief first appeared in 2003  

and has been a recurring figure in the artist’s works in paint, performance, and multimedia. In 

this exhibition, she is the painter in History is Painted by the Victors and the sculptural form 

(with Monkman’s face) in Lot’s Wife.



Lot’s Wife, 2012

Drawing from the biblical account of Sodom and Gomorrah, Monkman invokes the character  

of Lot’s wife to help tell the story of the relocation and feelings of loss experienced by the artist’s 

great-grandmother, Caroline Everet. Much like the experience of Lot’s wife, Everet was forcibly 

removed from her home by the Canadian government and relocated elsewhere. This relocation 

was repeated twice more before she finally found a permanent home off her tribal reserve near 

Winnipeg.

Monkman states, “Lot’s wife was punished for looking back at her homeland as she was  

being expelled from it. I have transposed the punishment of Lot’s wife to my alter ego Miss Chief 

for looking back, and for the sin of having a memory.” Through this work, Monkman warns us 

how without remembering, events can come full circle and occur again.

kent MonkMAn



exPLorer, 2013 above left

WArrior, 2012 above right

nurturer, 2013, detail on front cover

These three works by Rose Simpson explore the idea of being open for the world to see and 

then transitioning into a state of freedom after shedding the need to feel protected. In Warrior, 

Simpson makes tangible the “energies” she uses to deal with life’s challenges and attaches  

them to the exterior of the human forms. These “tools” are not weapons or physical armor, but 

rather energy that she controls. In Explorer Simpson begins to cross a threshold as she sheds  

layers of the guarded self. As the tools and past self fall away, the figure begins to emerge free 

and confident. Nurturer shows a transformation to a much less-guarded form. Simpson adds 

softer elements to the figure to illustrate an increased level of self-acceptance. 

rose b. siMPson

I don’t want to make what’s safe. 

If it’s safe I didn’t fulfill what I was here to do.

—Rose B. Simpson



venutiAn soLDier 3, 2012

The art of Virgil Ortiz is a fusion of futuristic and Cochiti Pueblo themes. In these works, he 

blends Pueblo history, such as the 1680 Pueblo Revolt when Indians drove the Spaniards out of 

New Mexico, with popular science fiction to make the past accessible to contemporary Pueblo 

people. Ortiz’s ceramic figures, many of whom are characters in a movie he’s written, incorpo-

rate history, gender bending, performance, fashion, fetish, and biography to create a visual  

style all his own.

virgiL ortiz

Cochiti figurative pottery is all based on social 

commentary, so that’s where all of that comes from, 

where all that style comes from.

—Virgil Ortiz



figures froM vertigo series, 2011

The Vertigo series was inspired by a photograph taken in the late 1800s. Ortiz and his family 

each chose a favorite work in the photo and recreated it in his or her own way. These four figures 

by Ortiz continue this series. Ortiz states: “I really would like to see the public realize that this 

art form and the tradition of Cochiti clay works and figurative pottery is still alive and going, and 

that’s what I feel that I am here to do, to keep that going.”

Cochiti and Tesuque Pueblo figurines for sale, about 1878–81. 
Photo by Ben Wittick, courtesy Palace of the Governors Photo Archives 

(NMHM/DCA), 16293.

virgiL ortiz





kent MonkMAn Kent Monkman is a Canadian artist of Cree ancestry who works in a variety of media, 

including painting, film/video, performance, and installation. Monkman has exhibited 

his work and performed in many major institutions throughout Canada, Europe, and the 

United States and is well represented in numerous private and public collections includ-

ing the National Gallery of Canada, the Art Gallery of Ontario, and the Montreal Museum 

of Fine Arts. He has previously collaborated with the Native Arts Department at the 

Denver Art Museum as the keynote speaker for the 2012 symposium “Art in Motion.”

rose b. siMPson  Rose B. Simpson was born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and raised among an extended family  

of artists in Santa Fe and Santa Clara Pueblo. Her mother, Roxanne Swentzell, is a well-

known ceramic sculptor and her father, Patrick Simpson, works in wood and metal. After 

studying for three years at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, she transferred to 

the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe and graduated in 2007 with a BFA in studio 

art. In 2011, she received an MFA in ceramics from the Rhode Island School of Design.

virgiL ortiz  A Cochiti Pueblo native, Virgil Ortiz is a ceramicist and fashion designer. His grand-

mother, Laurencita Herrera, and his mother, Seferina Ortiz, were both renowned potters, 

and he grew up in a creative environment in which storytelling, collecting clay, gathering 

wild plants, and producing figurative pottery were part of everyday life. His clay works 

have been exhibited worldwide, and after a successful collaboration with designer Donna 

Karan, he recently launched his own fashion line.

Artist biogrAPHies

Virgil Ortiz, 

Figure (Vertigo Series), 2011



exHibition cHeckList
All works Collection of Vicki & Kent Logan 

with the exception of Lot’s Wife

kent MonkMAn

History is Painted by the Victors, 2013  

Acrylic paint on canvas

Lot’s Wife, 2012

Fiberglass, Styrofoam, wood, taxidermy deer,  

artificial grass, video projection

Gift from Vicki and Kent Logan to the 

Collection of the Denver Art Museum

The Fourth World, 2012

Acrylic paint on canvas

rose b. siMPson

Warrior, 2012

Clay and mixed media

Nurturer, 2013

Clay, plant fiber, and mixed media

Explorer, 2013

Clay and mixed media



virgiL ortiz

Untitled (Siren Series), 2011

Clay, slip, wild spinach paint, and hair

Untitled (Siren Series), 2011

Clay, slip, wild spinach paint, and hair

Venutian Soldier 9, 2012

Clay, slip, wild spinach paint, and hair

Kootz & Mopez Jar, 2012

Clay, slip, and wild spinach paint

Venutian Soldier 3, 2012

Clay, slip, wild spinach paint, and feathers

Figure (Vertigo Series), 2011

Clay, slip, and wild spinach paint

Figure (Vertigo Series), 2011

Clay, slip, and wild spinach paint

Figure (Vertigo Series), 2011

Clay, slip, and wild spinach paint

Figure (Vertigo Series), 2011

Clay, slip, and wild spinach paint
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To download this brochure and access video clips of the artists, 

go to www.denverartmuseum.org/sovereign.



The pieces are honors to that part 

inside everybody, 

the part that knows how to listen 

with another sense, 

the part in everybody that dares to go through 

that scary threshold, 

and the part that knows how to nurture 

that vulnerable part of themselves. 

I want that to be honored.

—Rose B. Simpson

Denver Art Museum
100 W. 14th Avenue Parkway
Denver, CO 80204
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